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District Academic Senate Executive Meeting 
March 22, 2012 
1:30-3:30 pm 
District Office 

      
Attendance: Don Gauthier, David Beaulieu, Kathleen Bimber, Angela Echeverri, Alex 
Immerblum, Josh Miller, John Freitas, Lourdes Brent, Al Reed, Adrienne Foster, and 
Susan McMurray  

 
1. Call to Order and Approval of Agenda: DAS President Gauthier called the meeting to 

order at 1:35 pm. 
 

2. Approval of Minutes: Reed/Immerblum moved to approve February 23rd minutes with 
corrections by Gauthier and Beaulieu MSP. 

 
3. Public Speakers: None. 

 
4. Accreditation reports (District, West, Southwest, and Harbor): Gauthier reported 

that former ASCCC President Kate Clark was on one of the seaside accreditation teams 
to assess shared governance issues.  and She was very impressed with the LACCD 
Functional Map developed by Gary Colombo and others. Foster reported that West 
received five district recommendations, including one to review the allocation model to 
address the size and mission of the colleges.  West received eight commendations and 
six recommendations focusing on SLOs, administrative services, planning and budget, 
and providing adequate library resources for courses. Southwest received 
recommendations on library funding and conducting faculty evaluations in a timely 
manner. Students at LASC attended an open forum and spoke very highly of the college 
administrators. Harbor had a very positive experience and a number of commendations. 
Their biggest problem was the team could not find all the documentation on the 
websitewebsite. Reed stated it is important to have faculty training in SLOs and 
accreditation. Gauthier agreed that was important. 
 

5. Bond Moratorium and other items (Gauthier):  The moratorium process is continuing. 
Beaulieu and Gauthier met with the Bond Steering Committee (BSC) last Saturday, 
March 17, 2012 at the District Office, to come up with criteria for removal release of 
projects from the moratorium list. 
The group identified three wickets for early release from the moratorium: 

1. Renovations or modernizations that do not add square footage. 
2. Replacement of existing buildings that do not exceed 115% of the current load 

capacity. 
3. Projects that do not add square footage: Walkways, grounds, parking lots FTES 

and load capacity ratio. 
Other criteria that must be considered include the college budget, Educational Master 
plan and/or Facilities Master Plan. 
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Gauthier reported they hope these recommendations will go to the Board in early April 
April so that projects can start to come off the moratorium in mid- to late April. The next 
BSC meeting is April 10 at 8:30 am. The Board selected James D. O’Riley as the new 
Executive Director of Facilities for the District. He was previously employed with the 
LAUSD and, most recently in Saudi Arabia, and is taking over for Tom Hall (Facilities 
Director).  Beaulieu said everybody wants the moratorium to end as soon as possible. 
Another area under scrutiny is the satellite centers; between Burbank, LAX, and 
Sunland-Tujunga, they total close to $83 million.  
 

6. Board Report (Beaulieu/Gauthier): Lobbyist Patrick McCallum made a presentation to 
the Board about current legislative actions. He has a $300,000 a year contract to work 
as a lobbyist for the community colleges.  
 

7. District Planning Committee: DPC meets tomorrow; they will review some new data 
from Maury Pearl and develop a draft statement of the core values. DPC The District 
Strategic Planning Committee is has been meeting to develop the LACCD Strategic 
Plan. Beaulieu said DPC only meets every two months and it seems like a somewhat 
generic empty exercise at times. Reed expressed concern that many Math courses 
have been changed to noncredit classes without adequate faculty involvement. Bimber 
stated the district wants to expand not not-for for-credit offerings to generate money. 
She added that colleges must be careful about starting specially funded programs that 
they will have to support once the grants expire.   

 
8. Campus Issues (Mission, Trade, City):  

a. Mission: Echeverri reported that LAMC Vice President of Academic Affairs and 
Accreditation Liaison Officer Alma Johnson-Hawkins has announced her intention 
to step down effective June 30, 2012, citing her inability to work effectively in under 
the current campus climate. The college will undergo a comprehensive 
accreditation evaluation visit in March of 2013. President Perez withdrew a request 
to the Board to eliminate a CTE/Workforce Development dean position. 
 

b. Trade: Brent reported that Trade’s Foundation is undergoing a follow-up audit. The 
college president has one week to respond to the audit; after that point it will 
become public. President Chapdelaine and Vice President of Administrative 
Services (VPAS) Mary Gallagher are currently on an accreditation visit in Guam. 
Furthermore, the Los Angeles District Attorney’s Office is conducting an 
investigation into charges of fraud and forgery at the Foundation. There are two 
separate issues. and the District Attorney investigation is taking precedence. The 
foundation’s Executive Director, Rhea Chung, is being accused of forging the 
president’s signature on foundation Foundation checks in order to make 
unauthorized expenditures; she denies the charges. The other issue has to do with 
California Education Code, which states that auxiliary organizations such as 
foundations are the responsibility of the college president. The issue of a vote of no 
confidence against President Chapdelaine has been put on hold until the audit 
becomes public. VPAS Gallagher was the foundation Foundation treasurer and 
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holds the checks. Brent did receive some financial records from the foundation 
Foundation after submitting a written request. The question has come up about 
what happens when a senator speaks at a meeting in a way that may damage 
someone professionally or personally. The position of the district is that senator 
comments are protected speech as long as individuals make a good faith effort to 
tell the truth. The Trade Senate unanimously passed a resolution requesting that 
the faculty have a voting member appointed by faculty on the foundationFoundation 
board.  
 

c. City: Freitas discussed the issue of program discontinuance and viability. President 
Moore made a presentation to the LACC Shared Governance Council and argued 
that established program viability processes do not have to be followed in times of 
financial difficulty. Freitas added there are other concerns related to the budget 
situation. In addition to cutting funding for the Child Development Center, the 
newspaper budget is being set at $1. There is a Board Rule that states that the 
district must fundfunds the college newspaper; a senate resolution on this matter is 
coming forward. Faculty have complained that former senate president Ken 
Sherwood washas been awarded coordinator positions with reassigned time 
without a formal selection process. Freitas added that he received a Cease and 
Desist e-mail yesterday from Sherwood, demanding that he stop questioning Mr. 
Sherwood’s reassigned time and accusing him and LACC Curriculum Chair Maria 
Reisch of defaming him Sherwood by distributing a defamatory anonymous letter to 
all LACCD college presidents. The Cease and Desist (CAD) order also accuses the 
senate of planning a vote of no confidence against President Moore. The 
anonymous letter in question criticizes the awarding of Mr. Sherwood’s 1.0 release 
time (as Achieving the Dream [ATD], SLO and Accreditation Coordinator) and his 
relationship with President Moore. Another anonymous letter titled Race War on 
Campus is currently circulating around the college. Sherwood has speculated that 
LACC Coach Mike Miller and Teamsters Allison Jones wrote it. At the last senate 
consultation meeting Freitas was advised that Mr. Sherwood had hired an attorney 
in an attempt to intimidate him(???). LACC VPAA Mary Callahan sued the Long 
Beach Academic Senate and won. Bimber said this is an attempt to intimidate 
senate leaders. Kevin Jeter who works under LACCD General Counsel Camille 
Goulet told Freitas not to reply to the CAD letter.  
 

d. Valley: Miller reported there were complaints about Valley cutting down a lot of its 
trees. The college bookstore is being investigated because there was a large theft 
of over $1 million in inventory; the bookstore story may be in the L.A. Times. There 
was also an audit that showed a $50,000 accounting discrepancy. President Carleo 
agreed to budget cuts before consultation with and approval by IEC (College 
Council). When budget cuts are presented to the IEC, it does not mean they agree 
to them. Miller added that the Athletics program is beinghas not been cut and there 
are questions is a perception battle about the Spirit Fund and where the money 
goes.  
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e. Harbor: McMurray asked who chooses the doctor to evaluate if a faculty member is 
fit for duty. Gauthier replied this is a union issue and suggested she talk to Joanne 
Waddell. 
 

9. Ability to Benefit Test (City): Gauthier reported that the deadline to take the Ability to 
Benefit Test is June 30, 2012. After July 1 students without a GED or High School 
diploma will not be able to take the test to qualify for federal financial aid. This is a 
permanent federal change and they will not be eligible for federal financial aid (until next 
year???). Nevertheless, these students would still be eligible for Board of Governors 
(BOG) fee waivers.  
 

10. CSU 2013 Potential Impacts (Gauthier): There have been several articles in the 
papers about the California State Universities planning to freeze spring enrollments. 
There will be impacts on the LACCD if that occurs. 

 
11. Action Item: Pierce Resolution on Textbook Affordability (Rosdahl) : : Gauthier 

distributed a handout with the modified Pierce Textbook Resolution to be presented for 
DAS approval. The latest version has the following resolves: 

 
Resolved, that the DAS communicate faculty concerns to the LACCD Board of Trustees 
regarding high textbook prices at our bookstores, as well as faculty efforts to address 
this issue (i.e. OER, meetings with publisher reps, textbook standardization, etc.); 
Resolved that the DAS urge the Board of Trustees to re-examine the current textbook 
pricing formula to allow greater flexibility and become more price-sensitive for our 
students; and, 
Resolved that policy be established so that college bookstores within the District 
become more competitive within the market as a service to our students and their 
success. 
 
Approval of resolution (Reed/McMurray MSP) 
The resolution will move forward to the DAS. Gauthier will send an electronic copy of 
the resolution so it can be circulated.  

 
12.  Resolution on Child Development Centers (Gauthier) 

a. Action Item: A resolution titled Continued Funding of the Child Development Lab 
Schools in Support of Access, Retention, Student Equity and Success is coming to 
the DAS for approval. Gauthier met recently with Child Development Center (CDC) 
directors; Joanne Waddell was not able to attend. They discussed actions that 
could increase support for the centers and suggested inviting trustees to visit the 
CDCs. Bimber stated there is a misconception about what these centers do; 
administrators see them as money centers instead of lab schools. Bimber reported 
that the Los Angeles Unified School District (LAUSD) gave pink slips to all the staff 
at their Early Care Education Centers. Head Start wants part of the contract and to 
put classified in place of faculty to run the centers. None of the department chairs 
were consulted on these discussions. The state academic senate passed a similar 
resolution because the same thing has started to happen in Northern California. 
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Bimber added that the CDCs do not only provide a service, they are a lab school 
for our students.  

Approval of resolution (Foster/Miller MSP) 
The resolution will move forward to the DAS. Gauthier will send an electronic copy of 
the resolution so it can be circulated.  

 
13.  Proposed Board action re: smoking policy (Gauthier): The Board is working behind 

the scenes to establish a district smoking policy. Trustee Svonkin is an asthmatic and 
wants to establish four designated smoking areas on each campus. One problem is the 
litter that is left behind by smokers. Miller said there is no enforcement of the smoking 
policy on his campus. This will come to the colleges, but it is not a senate issue. Reed 
said it will be difficult to enforce the policy because the law says smoking can notcannot 
occur within 25 feet of a building. Miller said that the state’s Governor Brown’s position 
is that if the LACCD sets a smoking policy, we can fine smokers for violating it. 
 

14. DE/DL Committee: Immerblum summarized the changes in Article 40, 
Distributive/Distance Learning, of the new AFT 1521 contract. His initial approach was 
to try to make this work at East, without setting up a new committee. However, the 
union person at East invited everyone to show up and appointed all those who 
volunteered to serve on the committee. Immerblum has not agreed to add any faculty to 
the committee because the committee size has not been determined. He came up with 
suggestions and argued the committee should be making decisions not 
recommendations. He sees theThe committee’s role aswas 80-90% under senate 
purview. It looks like now the function of the committee would be how to determine 
proficiency to teach Distance Learning. Beaulieu said the DAS had been derelict on this 
issue up till 2008. in the past. We never claimed it was exclusively a senate issue, but it 
is primarily an academic program. Beaulieu met with AFT President Joanne Waddell 
and Armida Ornelas last August to discuss this issue. The union’s intention was to reign 
in DL committees that were inappropriately evaluating DE faculty instead of department 
chairs. They wanted to restrict the role of the committee to demonstrate demonstrating 
proficiency in DL instructional methods and selecting course management systems. 
However, the first part of the article still talks about DL issues, which is a broader role. 
Based on this discrepancy we may need two separate committees: one committee that 
looks at Course Management System (CMS) and proficiency determination, and 
another committee to look at other DL issues such as accreditation, student support, 
curricular matters, access, etc. Bimber argued that anything that is not a CMS issue 
should be under the Curriculum Committee; the CMS role should be the only role of the 
DE Committee. The union wanted the DE/DL Committee to bypass the senate and 
report directly to College Council, however, the management negotiating team insisted it 
continue to report to the senate. Immerblum added said the senate and Educational 
Planning Committee (EPC) never discussed the guidelines. He added it has turned into 
a very weird and inappropriate committee and it seems like we need to corral it back, 
but he is not sure how to do so. Immerblum asked whether the DAS as a whole should 
do something to fix the problem. Gauthier said the DAS needs to send something to the 
Board about our concerns with the Article 40 language. McMurray has problem with the 
language on the EPC or equivalent. Beaulieu said one way to fixdo this is to do an MOU 
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or a contract interpretation. Stakeholders and coordinators are not providing much input. 
The coordinators are very eager to work with the senate. Gauthier said the 
administration signed off on this and it will pit faculty against each other. It is all about 
numbers, not teaching or student success. The success ratio of online classes is about 
50%. Gauthier stated he will pursue an MOU (Memorandum of Understanding) or a 
contract clarification letter. 
 

15. 1st VP Report (Beaulieu)-DBC /Equivalency/Article 33: Beaulieu reported there is 
some good budget news. If the compromise tax initiative passes the California 
Community College (CCC) system will have a budget that is $300 million better than the 
current one. The governor’s budget proposal only increases the CCC budget by $210 
million. If the initiative is approved the LACCD will get an additional $30 million. 
Beaulieu is confident the compromise initiative will pass. Colleges will probably hedge 
their bets in the fall and once the initiative passes they can beef up spring and winter 
offerings. Beaulieu said the next step is to write a letter to the CCC Chancellor’s Office 
(CCCCO) on the senate concerns about union intrusion into hiring in Article 33. 
Beaulieu reported there is no news on the Faculty Obligation Number (FON). 
Immerblum said President Wieder received a letter from Deputy Chancellor Barrera, 
saying that presidents should drop any plans for FON hiring and hold off on hiring 
because colleges will not get fined by the state. Faculty then asked about replacements; 
the contract says we need to replace a vacant position within one year. The 
administration replied that the freeze also pertains to replacements. Beaulieu said our 
argument is that we need to keep hiring so we do not get behind. Harbor is at 47% full 
time, and there are more faculty leaving this year. At this rate it will take them LAHC five 
to six years to get all of their replacements done. Harbor has gone from 83% to 47% FT 
faculty; they only have aboutonly 80 FT faculty leftremain. It is the charge of the 
Academic Senatethis body to talk about the impact to programs, including evaluations 
of part timers. Immerblum said the Notices of Intent (NOIs) already went out and time is 
critical. 
 

16. 2nd VP Report (Bimber)-BR 8603, E-regulations, Process: Bimber reported BR 8603 
on enrollment priority cannot be changed right away because of the Information 
Technology (IT) restrictions. Next year the changes should kick in for Winter and Spring 
of 2013. Vice Chancellor Delahoussaye sent us a sample policy for collegial 
consultation from Ranch Santiago College. Gauthier said we have our own LACCD 
Board rules on this issue. Bimber stated that E-69 and E-124 were brought to us briefly 
and were posted without consultation. There should be a set of published guidelines on 
how the consultation steps should take place. We had the discussion when we went 
through the list of Board rules.  

 
17.  HR Guidelines (Beaulieu): Beaulieu reported that the only thing holding us up are the 

changes that were made by the administration to HR-120 on faculty hiring. We need to 
examine whether we want to object to the revisions that were made. There are two 
significant changes: the first is that only tenured faculty can sit on faculty selection 
panels and the second is that fewer thanthat a minimum of five candidates maymust be 
interviewed (can interview less with president approval). Some CTE areas may have 
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small candidate pools. Beaulieu asked DAS members to send him proposed changes 
via e-mail. HR-121 on Instructor Special Assignment (ISA) & Consulting Instructor 
suffers from a lack of language. HR-110 is still in process. The Human Resources 
Council is still considering whether an interim administrator position needs to go through 
the same process as a permanent one, as we have requested..  

 
18.  Achieving the Dream (AtD) Campus Reports 

 
19. Tech Plan Implementation 

 
20.  Board Rule Task Force Report 

 
21.  Personal Development (QTOPS)/Minimum Qualifications: McMurray said that 

Harbor is trying to move the Personal Development courses under Student Services. 
Beaulieu said he has met with the counseling chairs. A required introduction to college 
course will create a huge demand and there is no way to do this with counselors only. 
As a gesture we should go back to the Counseling Discipline Committee and let them 
know that we are going to move ahead with these courses. Bimber said the goal is to 
develop a generic enough student success course so that every discipline could offer it 
in its areas. McMurray said they wrote the curriculum so that any person with Minimum 
Qualifications (MQs) in any department could teach it. Bimber asked whether it would 
be the same as a 185 course in each discipline. Years ago Gary Colombo and Deborah 
Harrington were opposed to doing this; ;, they wanted student success skills it 
embedded in all the courses. Furthermore, any of the Educational Planning has to be 
done by a counselor; the idea is not to do anything that involves counseling expertise. 
Foster said universities have faculty in the discipline that support and advise the 
students.  
 

22. Announcements: Do not forget the consultation on Monday. Area C meeting next 
Saturday.  

 
23. Adjourn: Meeting was adjourned at 4:34 pm 

 


